
 
 

TURKEY -COVID-19 CREW AND PORT IMPLICATIONS 
 

CREW CHANGE RESTRICTIONS 

Crew change possible 
Subject to screening and approval from authorities 

Feasible ports 
All ports 

Restrictions where last port was high risk country 
Passengers from Bangladesh, Brazil, South Africa, India, Nepal and Sri Lanka are not allowed to enter Turkey 
until further notice. 

International flights allowed 
Limited 

Medical Facility availability for non-covid issues 
Yes 

Procedure if crew covid-19 positive on arrival 
Quarantine procedures to be applied. 

Min. lead days req. for crew change arrangements 
2.0 

Crew change comments 
Negative PCR test result taken in last 72 hrs to be presented while entering country for passengers, crew 
members are exempted from this requirement but it might still be requested for the crew members by airline 
companies before travelling to Turkey thus suggest to check it locally before flight. 

PORT RESTRICTIONS 

Covid-19 related port / vessel restrictions 
Yes 

Port / vessel restriction comments 
For Turkish Straits; 

* Ships intending to have any kind of supply are required to provide a body temperature list for all the crew 
members on board for the last 3 days before allowing anyone to board the vessel and it is subject to sanitary 
office approval. 

* Ships are allowed to receive provisions, technician attendance and crew change but subject to sanitary 
office approval. 

* All ships are passing sanitary inspections before their Turkish Straits passages and required to send MDOH & 
last 10 ports of call list & crew temperature list to the agents not earlier than 24 hrs before arrival. 

* No shore leave allowed. 
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* Officers meeting the pilots at the gangway and persons on bridge must wear proper masks until pilot leaves 
the vessel and keep the social distance at all times. 

Port closure or delays 
* Minor delays are applicable in granting free pratique as all the vessels are boarded by the sanitary officers 
during arrival clearances in order to check the situation on the spot and upon their confirmation other 
clearances are allowed. 

* Vessels might be required to be disinfected by the Ministry of Health approved companies depending the 
port of arrival. 

PASSENGER IMPLICATIONS (CRUISE) 

Cruise port calls allowed 
Yes 

Do TRANSIT passengers (PAX) need a visa? 
No 

Do EMBARKING passengers (PAX) need a visa? 
Yes 

Type of EMBARKING visa, duration and cost 
Varies depending on the nationality. 

Do DISEMBARKING passengers (PAX) need a visa? 
Yes 

Type of DISEMBARKING visa, duration and cost 
Varies depending on the nationality. 

Passenger restrictions for ship from HRC 
* Passengers from Bangladesh, Brazil, South Africa, India, Nepal and Sri Lanka are not allowed to enter Turkey 
until further notice. 

Passenger restrictions if entry visa from HRC 
* Passengers from Bangladesh, Brazil, South Africa, India, Nepal and Sri Lanka are not allowed to enter Turkey 
until further notice. 

Will vaccination checks take place 
No 

Passenger insurance requirements 
N/A 

Landing cards / ship's ID / visa copy requirements 
Applicable. 

Max/min cash that can be carried 
Any amount over 10K USD to be declared. 

Are tourists permitted to drive vehicles 
Yes 
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